TRAVEL MEMO TO:

Genevieve E. Lusterio, TEACHXCELS
Raphy B. Bumaat, TEACHXCELS
Marivic S. Torres, TEACHXCELS
Mary Jeeb B. Abuhan, GURO21
Niezel F. Tolibas, GURO21
Kent R. Fabria, GURO21
Nemelie M. Ral, GURO21
Heide Mae B. Asequia, GURO21
Merogim Mugot, GURO21
Risza Jean S. Digamon, GURO21
Rosela Bahian, GURO21
Mailyn P. Madrigal, GURO21
Rheaneza A. Loon, GURO21
Ma. Carmen Rosa Ana R. Fabria, GURO21
Maristel A. Calapiz, GURO21

1. You are hereby directed to attend the REVALIDA on SEAMEO INNOTECH's Batch 5 TEACHXCELS (for School Heads) and GURO21 (for Teachers) on October 9-11, 2017, at De Luxe Hotel, Cagayan de Oro City

2. The Revalida is the final phase of the flexible learning course. As such, participants are advised to bring their portfolios during this activity.

3. A registration of Five Hundred Pesos (Php500.00) and travel expenses of participants during the Revalida shall be charged against local funds subject to the usual existing accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. Enclosed is the Regional Memorandum and schedule of Revalida per class for guidance and reference.

5. For information and compliance.

ALLAN C. FARNAZO
Director IV, Concurrent SDS

Reference: Regional Memorandum No. 440, s. 2017 Re: Conduct of Revalida (Batch 5) and Orientation (Batch 6) for GURO21 and TEACHXCELS Online Courses